


Eat Your Vaccines: mRNA Gene Therapy Is
Coming to the Food Supply THIS MONTH
They've given up on a needle in every arm. Now they're coming for what you eat.

The Vigilant Fox
Apr 3

113

Originally Published on DailyClout

“I've got documents from the NIH – from 2002 – talking about integrating vaccines into
foods,” announced attorney Tom Renz in an eye-opening interview with Dr. Naomi Wolf.
“They've been working on integrating these [vaccines] into our food supply. They've been
working on it for at least two decades.”

Mr. Renz brought the receipts in his latest Substack piece:
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Mr. Renz brought the receipts in his latest Substack piece:

“Here is an article published in the NIH (you know - by our government) talking about
foods ‘under application’ to be genetically modiRed to become edible vaccines - FROM
2013,” he wrote. “The fact that food can be altered to act as a vaccine is not disputable.”

And according to attorney Renz’s recent tweet, “lobbyists for the cattleman and pork
associations in several states have CONFIRMED they WILL be using mRNA vaccines in
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pigs and cows THIS MONTH.”

Tom Renz 
@RenzTom

BREAKING NEWS: the lobbyists for the cattleman and pork 
associations in several states have CONFIRMED they WILL 
be using mRNA vaccines in pigs and cows THIS MONTH. 
WE MUST SUPPORT #Missouri #HB1169. It is LITERALLY 
the ONLY chance we have to prevent this… NO ONE knows 
the the… https://t.co/fucVB6I85E 

6:18 PM ∙ Apr 1, 2023

20,175 Likes 15,971 Retweets
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“Gates, the WHO, a ton of these universities: they’re all talking about including mRNA
vaccinations as part of the food. They’re going to modify the genes of these foods to make
them mRNA vaccines,” he warned in this video.

The Vigilant Fox 

!

 
@VigilantFox

Avoiding the Shot Isn't Enough: They Now Want to 
"Vaccinate" Us Through the Food Supply

"Gates, the WHO, a ton of these universities: they're all 
talking about including mRNA vaccinations as part of the 
food. They're gonna modify the genes of these foods to 
make them mRNA… https://t.co/qDkdm025L7 

2:26 AM ∙ Apr 1, 2023

11,684 Likes 7,012 Retweets

But Missouri HB 1169 seeks to counter such an e_ort. It’s been described as “one of the
most controversial bills in history,” but all it is – is a labeling bill. It doesn’t ban anything.
You have every right to know if a food product is a gene therapy product. So, if this bill gets
passed, it’s a major victory for informed consent and, in all likelihood, our well-being. The
entire two-page bill is available to read on DailyClout. Here’s an excerpt:
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entire two-page bill is available to read on DailyClout. Here’s an excerpt:

Any product that has been created to act as, or exposed to processes that could result in
the product potentially acting as, a gene therapy or that could otherwise possibly
impact, alter, or introduce genetic material or a genetic change into the user of the
product, individuals exposed to the product, or individuals exposed to others who have
used the product shall be conspicuously labeled with the words "Potential Gene Therapy
Product" unless the product is known to be a gene therapy product.

Reasonable steps shall be taken to ensure the potential purchaser or user of the product
is made aware of the presence of this label. If a product is known to be a gene therapy
product, the product shall be conspicuously labeled with the words "Gene Therapy
Product". The provisions of this section shall be liberally construed in favor of
disclosure of any potential gene therapy product.

The bill was written in a way “to be as easy to pass and as hard to oppose as possible,”
conveyed attorney Renz.
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Missouri HB 1169 does three things:

1.) “It requires labeling and disclosure of any product that has any gene therapy qualities.”

2.) “It requires that if you have a product on the market that has gene therapy qualities, that
anyone can call the company and say, ‘hey, how does this spread? ‘Does it shed? Is it spread
through contact — through sexual contact? Or is there a way that this can spread?’ And
they have to disclose it.”

3.) “It requires informed consent. And informed consent includes serious events or adverse
events of special interest. … And it requires informed consent before you be given anything
with the gene therapy or medicinal property.”

“I don’t think this is a Democrat bill or Republican bill. It’s sponsored by a Republican
(Rep. Holly Jones) but should be universally supported.” However, “[t]his has become the
most contentious bill in Missouri history,” he lamented. “All we’re asking for is
transparency and disclosure.”

Now, pharma can’t come out and oppose transparency and disclosure. So they would need
the agricultural community to have their back. Remember, Bill Gates and the CCP are the
two largest holders of agriculture in America. “So these guys [Gates & CCP] throw money at
these guys [agricultural associations] — buy o_ these guys. They’re not representing the

“So, this isn’t difficult,” stressed attorney Renz.
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these guys [agricultural associations] — buy o_ these guys. They’re not representing the
local farmers,” attested attorney Renz.

Image Credit: potatoes.news

If attorney Tom Renz helps pass Missouri HB 1169, “those disclosures and the ability to get
that information (is gene therapy in my food?) apply globally.” he explained. “So if we can
win in one state, the truth in Missouri is the truth in Iowa. So we’ve got to get everybody on
the planet calling these guys, telling them you got to pass this — you got to stand for we the
people. All it is – is transparency and disclosure. We don’t even ban it. They can still make
their poison foods. I just need to know if I’m eating them.”

And if they have to mark and label foods with gene therapy as such, that’s it. It kills the
uptake of such food products.

Because as Tom said, if the bill passes in Iowa, “those disclosures and the ability to get that
information apply globally.” So, share this bill on social media, call your local legislators —

But here’s the reason this bill is so important.

So, whether you’re in Missouri, Iowa, the United Kingdom, or Australia, you
need to help push HB 1169 across the finish line.
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information apply globally.” So, share this bill on social media, call your local legislators —
ask your representatives why a bill similar to HB 1169 is not being discussed in your neck of
the woods.

The easiest way to do so is to vote on the interactive DailyClout ‘Billcam’ below to show
your support or opposition. You can send the bill through social media and tweet the bill
sponsor or your representative.

They’ve already given up on a needle in every arm. Make them do the same when it comes
to inserting gene therapy into your food.
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Write a comment…
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Top First

Writes Jerome V. Heroes and Villains Apr 3 · edited Apr 3

We have a Poisoner problem. Psychopaths should not be allowed power over us.

LIKED (43) REPLY (1)

Woodrow F Dick, Jr Apr 3

Amen, brother. If I had the power, no one seeking a job where they would manage more

than five people could be hired without a recent and authoritative psychopathy status

certificate. We test employees and politicians for everything else under the sun; why not

psychopathy?

LIKE (8) REPLY (4)

Andi Hofmann Apr 3

The elites just eliminated the diagnosis of narcissicm from the catalog of mental

illnesses.

See

https://robertyoho.substack.com/p/194-the-psychopaths-are-eliminating … their

own diagnosis.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1)

Writes Jerome V. Heroes and Villains Apr 3

Yes! They can't have their way of being diagnosed as illness, can they?

LIKE (2) REPLY

John Apr 3

Because it's their game. Supporting psychiatry is supporting Totalitarianism.

LIKE (5) REPLY (2)

Woodrow F Dick, Jr Apr 3

I will agree in one sense: everything is the psychopaths game.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Writes Jerome V. Heroes and Villains Apr 3

I judge the psychopaths want to make everything their game, in the sense

that they fantasize they ought rule it all, but despite their ruthlessness and
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that they fantasize they ought rule it all, but despite their ruthlessness and

total lack of empathy they are incapable of what we are. They can only

corrupt and destroy, they cannot create beauty and love. We just need to

remove them from our societies. I'd personally like to see them confined

with one another to a small island in the arctic ocean ;^)

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Woodrow F Dick, Jr Apr 3

Amen again!

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Jerome V. Heroes and Villains Apr 3

Agree that intuitional psychiatry today is a tool of the pathocracy. So we can't

employ them to protect us from psychopaths. But Lobaczewski thought that we

neurotypicals could learn to identify psychopaths and deny them power over us

without having to resort to psychiatry. Some psychopaths are good at faking

empathy, but I imagine we can trip up the great majority of them once our

guard is up.

LIKE (2) REPLY (2)

Woodrow F Dick, Jr Apr 3

I think we can all agree that what you call the pathocracy (great name by

the way) is in charge of nearly everything. I would add, however, that this

pandemic response taught us at least two things: That they exist and are

far more numerous and dangerous than any of us believed. And that they

do not yet control everyone.

LIKE (4) REPLY (2)

John Apr 3

One of the functions of State Hospitals is as a refuge for Mafioso.

A certain individual got popped with several pounds of cocaine. There

was only one witness, the cop he sold it to.

He had his "friend" kill the cop. The cop did not think anyone would

be able to find out where he lived, but this was Detroit, and it wasn't

hard at all for Tony Jack to get the info.

It was a modern apartment complex, with a flimsy lock, easy to pop

with a credit card. The killer popped it, walked into the cop's bedroom

and strangled him in his sleep with a piano string.
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Even though the coke dealer didn't personally do it, his lawyer

committed him to the State Hospital to confound the case.

Once there, he was immediately assigned the equivalent of a

Trustee's room, away from the dormitory.

He was never required to take any drugs, and as soon as his intake

was complete, he was given a Grounds Pass, which enabled him to be

outdoors in a space similar to an 18 hole golf course, with an actual 18

hole golf course for the Shrinks.

No supervision and a canteen to buy pop and munchies, or play pool

with his Mafia buddies.

And they kept him there, drug free, until the heat died down and when

his attorney determined the time was right, they released him, totally

cured, no check in with the local Community Mental Health.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Writes Jerome V. Heroes and Villains Apr 3

Agree! Pathocracy was coined by Łobaczewski, in his book Political

Ponerology (which was written under Eastern European Communist

dictatorships).

LIKE (2) REPLY

John Apr 3

Psychiatrists are good at faking competency, and every other aspect of

their profession.

I believe it was Columbia University that sent teams of grad students to

various Psychiatric Institutions to test the Shrinks ability to diagnose

mental illness.

They also brought genuine, long established mental patients into the mix.

The Shrinks were amazingly consistent in their misdiagnosis. They judged

the true mental patients as malingerers, and the grad students as

disturbed and in need of treatment.

If you take the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory, the Gold

Standard , you will be asked if you tend to trust strangers.

I don't know about you, but in 2023, my answer is assuredly not.

Which marks me as "Paranoid".
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Which marks me as "Paranoid".

So, you may believe it would be effective enough to justify Psychiatry, but I

am more than slightly dubious.

It is such a scam, let me give you a little insight as to " how it really works",

in one more post, so someone else can get a word in.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Writes Jerome V. Heroes and Villains Apr 3

Thank you. Just for the record, I'm not suggesting anyone trust

psychiatrists!

But I do judge that we need to get rid of psychopaths from positions

of power, and arguably get them away from neurotypical people

completely. I judge that we can do that without resorting to trusting

psychiatrists.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Writes Jerome V. Heroes and Villains Apr 3

Why not, indeed? As best I recall, in his masterpiece about pathocracy (rule by

psychopaths and their fellow travelers), Lobaczewski proposed that their ability to

destroy our countries would only end when we knew there were psychopaths

among us who conspired to rule over us. https://search.brave.com/search?

q=Lobacewzi+political+ponerology

LIKE (4) REPLY

Chasicakes Apr 3

Executives already take these tests and they hire them on purpose,

LIKE (3) REPLY (2)

Writes Jerome V. Heroes and Villains Apr 3

The artificial person we call a corporation is psychopathic. We need to return to

or otherwise adopt forms of organization that hold actors responsible for their

actions. I imagine this will mean an end to limited liability.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1)

Chasicakes Apr 3

We were warned years ago.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KMNZXV7jOG0

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)
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LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Writes Jerome V. Heroes and Villains Apr 3

YES! We were warned. But our brothers and sisters were not yet ready

to hear. I think the events of the last few years have prepared more to

face this issue.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Chasicakes Apr 3

It doesn’t look good in Canada.

LIKE REPLY (1)

Writes Jerome V. Heroes and Villains Apr 3

Does not look good in California, either. "Ve hav penetrated

ze cabinets", as Klaus Schwab so proudly said. But ever

more of us see what they have done and who has done it, so

perhaps their days are numbered?

LIKE REPLY

Andi Hofmann Apr 3 · edited Apr 4

I think this is the true purpose of the lie detector. Like in FBI or CIA? reportedly

used yearly on all staff - though not detecting the true lies. But you detect the

perfect liars. The ones faking states of mind and EEG lines.

Those are the psychopathic narcissisitic perpetrators of the future. Then they

are segregated and „specially trained“ ie conditioned to do eg mass murder

without hesitation.

And may it be by keeping mouth shut and do a little job instead of reading the

constitution again. The system of Totalitarian Bureaucracy is good at

distributing the load of guilt to the level of bearability of each little toothed

wheel.

When elites need a job like eradicating most people in few years by rising

excess mortality by 30-40% and reducing birthrate by 10-30% eg. Just

imagined without context.

LIKE (3) REPLY

RLM RLM Apr 3 · edited Apr 3

PS. Are we to think they're waiting for permission and not already doing it? Like chemtrails?

They already are.
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LIKE (19) REPLY (1)

Writes Blair Darkness to Light Apr 3 · edited Apr 3

I was thinking the same. I'm pretty certain they've probably already been using MRNA

vaccines on the animals we eat.

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

RLM RLM Apr 3

Why wouldn't they? They are moral and ask permission? These satanic minons

don't give a damn. We all know that.

LIKE (10) REPLY

Writes RE Nichols RE’s Zine Apr 3

Gates sure is obsessed with hurting people.

Being a multi billionaire wasn't good enough. He wants to turn the world into Epstein Island

with those he allows to live getting the treatment of the slaves he and his buddy Epstein kept.

LIKE (19) REPLY (2)

Gorgo Apr 4

His obsession is with MURDERING humanity at all costs.

LIKE (3) REPLY

ts1213 Apr 3

"Gates sure is obsessed with hurting people."

And Hell certainly awaits him.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Writes The Rationalist Society The Rationalist - Society of Pr… Apr 3

Fight for TRANSPARENCY with everything we got. It is the enemy of corruption.

Also, Buy local meat. Local veggies. Stop buying packaged foods. Did you know that

Carnivore diet is curing people in insane numbers? It's a MIRACLE Cure for Autoimmune,

Anxiety, Type 2 Diabetes, Depression, MS, and more.

Don't believe it? We can PROVE it:

https://joshketry.substack.com/p/the-miracle-cure-for-autoimmune-anxiety

LIKED (16) REPLY (1)

David Rinker Apr 3
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David Rinker Apr 3

Guess what. When the carnivore eats the herbivore or omnivore,they are getting the

veggies-carbs along with the protein because the veggies elements are absorbed into

the herbivore-omnivore. Check out the Lion Diet. CARNOVORES ROCK!!

LIKE (3) REPLY

Legallady4 Apr 3

why is congress allowing this?

LIKE (13) REPLY (3)

amber coners Apr 3

Cuz the elite wants us all dead 

☠

LIKE (10) REPLY

Writes Jerome V. Heroes and Villains Apr 3 · edited Apr 3

They own today's congress-critters. Those who don't serve The Parasite are out after

one term.

LIKE (5) REPLY

Gorgo Apr 4

They are paid to allow this. It's called bribery.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Writes Ray Horvath, "The Source" :) Ray’s Newsletter Apr 3 · edited Apr 3

It is a good thing you call readers' attention to the subject.

Renz doesn't allow comments, unless I pay, and that is not by accident. His material contains

nothing new, but it surely does some marketing for the mRNA red herring:

https://rayhorvaththesource.substack.com/p/why-not-mrna

At this point, graphene is in everything, and "vaccines" can be inhaled, so the toxins in food

must serve some other purposes...

To me, it looks like modern "Medicine" badly needs an alternative:

https://rayhorvaththesource.substack.com/p/what-makes-people-sick-apart-from

LIKED (12) REPLY

JdL Apr 3

This is scary, but I'm trying to wrap my head around how nasty it is. If animals are injected

with an mRNA vaccine, and therefore have spike proteins running all around their bodies,

what happens when their meat is cooked and eaten? Ingested proteins are broken down in
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what happens when their meat is cooked and eaten? Ingested proteins are broken down in

the stomach into their component amino acids, are they not?

LIKED (11) REPLY (2)

Writes Jerome V. Heroes and Villains Apr 3

Proteins are broken down completely when digestion is perfect. But conditions like leaky

gut (precipitated by glyphosate, etc.) allow partially digested proteins to enter the

bloodstream. This is what gluten intolerance is, and casein intolerance. As a dairyman,

it's why we want A2A2 genetics in our cows, so they don't make A1 beta casein, which

produces BCM-7 when partially digested.

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

JdL Apr 3

Oh no, not BCM-7! Sorry, I gather it's something bad? Thanks for this info. So the

next question would be, is partially-digested spike protein dangerous? Hopefully

there will be studies looking into the question.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Writes Jerome V. Heroes and Villains Apr 3

BCM: Beta Caseo Morphin - Morphine like molecule that messes with one's

endorphin receptors. Partially digested spike protein can include the

prionogenic and amyloidogenic sequences, which may be the true long term

killer in this bioweapon system. CJD for example.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Gorgo Apr 4

It might be possible that they will use nano-particles to do the same things as spike

proteins. These are basically extremely small particles that may be indestructible unless

somehow chelated from the body. They can be programmed to form larger particles and

that is what will kill a person the same as a blood clot or spike protein. This is what I am

deducing, but not a scientist.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Kim Kim’s Substack Apr 3

My Theory. Fill foods with crap/gene therapy products. Create more illnesses and death.

Pharma and Corporations make a profit.

And/or evolve the Human Species into Transhumans.

What happens to the Investors foods? What do they eat?
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LIKE (10) REPLY (3)

RLM RLM Apr 3 · edited Apr 3

That's a great question. And goes for all GMO, chemtrails, and everything else they

support and push. How do they avoid it all? They don't totally live in a bubble.

LIKE (10) REPLY (2)

Writes Kim Kim’s Substack Apr 3

It just doesn’t quite add up, yet?

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

RLM RLM Apr 3 · edited Apr 3

Not at all.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Sandra Knauf Apr 3

Getting non-contaminated food is not difficult for the wealthy.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

RLM RLM Apr 3

The only not contaminated food now that all their potions are all over the places

is growing your own. Buying organic means nothing. And it's shocking to know

that many of the most expensive restaurants drill use crap. Tom Brady will not

eat any green that isn't from his garden. He travels with his food. So not only do

you have to be rich. You've got to bend over backwards too.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Allen Apr 3

The Transhuman nonsense is just fear mongering, fanatasy, marketing and racketeering.

The illness and death for profit is the game for these ghouls.

LIKE (7) REPLY (1)

RLM RLM Apr 3 · edited Apr 3

But that has nothing to do with what I said or nor does it address my statement. Kim

and I are asking how with all this manufactured death and disease... do the creators

and backers of this save themselves and their loved ones.

LIKE (6) REPLY (2)

Allen Apr 3
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Allen Apr 3

I wasn't responding to you.

Psychopaths who are immersed in the the system of monopoly capitalism don't

think like normal people nor they "care" about their loved ones.

They don't save either themselves or their loved one as these people not only

overestimate their "abilities" and their plans and they also underestimate how

things can shift quite suddenly with their empires laying in ruins.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

RLM RLM Apr 3

Got it. Now you are! Hah. I don't totally agree. They may not love anyone

but themselves, no doubt they love themselves. And yes they are upside-

down and morally bankrupt but they don't care about the poison they

know they are pushing? They know the data. They know the their ends but

they don't care about their own existence? I'd argue that's the ONLY thing

they care about.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Allen Apr 3

I'm not saying they don't care about themsleves- these are the most

narcissistic individuals on earth taking advantage of a system that

rewards their psychosis.

What I am saying is that they have no idea how the world works

having lived inside their bubbles their entire lives so how they see

things working out often has no bearing on reality even as thewy

create immense damage.

Too often people give these buffoons powers of omnipotence that

they simply don't possess.

History is replete with examples of how these things can turn on a

dime.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

RLM RLM Apr 3

Now that's a great explanation and I can see how that could be

true. I've discussed this before with people and it's hard to

believe they're that stupid but then again it's not.

LIKE (2) REPLY
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LIKE (2)

Rebecca Roze Apr 3

Remember the Genesis Chamber in the movie Man of Steel? That’s how they

will propagate the species in their own image. “Brave New World” was the

precursor.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Calvin Apr 3

They have caves that they are going to live in and have filled them with everything they

need for and have growing operations underground. They have been working on this for

over 20 years, people have been telling this for years but everyone thought they were

crazy, but I bet you will believe them know.

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

Writes Kim Kim’s Substack Apr 3

Will they pop out of their caves when the majority of humans are dead? Start all

over? These Snakes should be going back to eating Rodents.

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

Jamie Leigh Apr 3

I actually had a dream a few years ago that earthquakes and volcanos caused

them to be trapped in their bunkers. There were decent people in bunkers too

but it didn't matter. They were all trapped.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Writes Thomas Lewis Told You So Apr 3

Since The Vaccines Did Not Work ...

Technically ...

Everyone Is Unvaccinated.

Except Those Who Whose Bodies

- Developed Natural Immunity.

The Rest Are Just

Vaccine Victims.

LIKE (9) REPLY

RLM RLM Apr 3

It's NEVER Ending.
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It's NEVER Ending.

LIKE (9) REPLY (1)

Writes RE Nichols RE’s Zine Apr 3

And no one offline believes me. I feel so helpless.

LIKE (10) REPLY (2)

J Debra Grube Apr 3

I know! Me too! They all look at me like I have two heads!

LIKE (7) REPLY

RLM RLM Apr 3

How so? It's public info. Site then the public info. But sites it matter? What are they

going to do

LIKE (2) REPLY

J Debra Grube Apr 3

If I forced fed my children the list of chemicals that are in vaccines. I would be arrested. Wrap

your head around that.

LIKE (8) REPLY

Aqua Apr 3

Putting this mRNA into my body against my consent and without my knowledge is rape -

worse than rape actually, since that change they impose is permanent and likely fatal. And it

is on a population scale ... a “crime against humanity” in the fullest sense of that phrase.

LIKE (8) REPLY

Cat Apr 3

How do we really know how long this has been going on?

LIKE (8) REPLY (2)

Writes Kmari Kmari’s Newsletter Apr 3

Mr. Renz and people like Dr. David Martin have done their legal searches and have the

receipts

LIKE (5) REPLY

Writes Kim Kim’s Substack Apr 3

At least 20 years
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LIKE (4)

Writes Plague Trooper Targets of Opportunity Apr 3

If they are putting this poison in the food, we are out of time.

We're not going to make it to the next election.

If we allow them to poison the food supply, we are at a permanent disadvantage.

Get to know your local sheriff. This could go down more quickly than anyone thought.

LIKE (7) REPLY

Allen Apr 3

The plan is for the mRNA "vaccine model" to be Pharma's new cash cow and launch an

entirely new Bio-Tech wave of financialized "disease management."

The public "health management" industry is now directly tied to global markets and operates

based on the demands of those financial conglomerates. Manufactured pandemics are now

mammoth investment opportunities that increase the wealth of billionaires and further

consolidate their power.

The primary purpose of the medical industry is not the “art of healing” it is as a financial

instrument to benefit investors.

Despite the massive revenue that Pharma generates it has over the last decade been fraught

with declining rates of profit and in a constant state of crisis as it seeks to continuously

generate profits.

To do so Pharma has to constantly create new markets and hunt for (invent) “new” microbes

that can only be cured by Pharma’s “miraculous medicines.”

The Industry relies on blockbuster drugs to keep it’s bloated ship afloat. Without these “big

sellers” (subsidized by governments) the industry implodes. So the industry will do whatever

it takes to manufacture the “disease” and the rationale for the “cure.”

It's worth noting that in the USA "disease management" represents almost $4 trillion/yr of the

$17 trillion/yr economy.

"Health management" has replaced war as the world's primary money spinner, the elites

need continuing large-scale health crises to keep the economy going.

The cure du jour is the “vaccine”- especially after the last three years (though in reality this

was all pre-planned years back to make it so) as not only does the “vaccine” have indemnity

but now, thanks to the Covid Con, no longer do these biologics need to go through costly

Phase 3 trials- which eat up to anywhere from 40%-90% of total R&D costs.

This fraud has been legalized by governments who are completely controlled and betrothed

to large Western financial interests who are heavily invested in Pharma, rely on these
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to large Western financial interests who are heavily invested in Pharma, rely on these

investments as staples of their portfolios and have a significant portion of their fortunes tied

to the fate of Big Pharma and the “disease management” system.

LIKED (5) REPLY (1)

Writes Steshu Dostoevsky Steshu’s Substack Apr 3

They have no power if you don’t go to a doctor. Pharmaceutical companies can’t make a

penny unless you come to them.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Queen Hotchibobo Apr 3

35 years ago I started raising and eating my own beef, chicken, and eggs. They were

implanting Ralgro in the beef, which is an artificial hormone that supposedly makes them gain

weight, and the chickens were fed all kinds of chemicals and hormones to make them grow

faster.

I also have been organic gardening and canning and freezing produce for the same time

period. I’m not obsessive about it, but as much as I can, I eat what I grow.

We also drink untreated well water. I don’t trust water treatment plants.

My kids are normal and we’re all healthy. It was a lot of work, but worth it. Also, if all hell

breaks loose, I’ve got a lot of practice providing food for me and others.

LIKE (4) REPLY

Green Fields Apr 3

I would like to think that if the mrna injections are as devastatingly bad as we think they are

then the farmers will soon drop them, they can't afford to lose that much livestock.

LIKE (4) REPLY

1984 6UILD 6ACK 6ETTER Apr 3

DR BYRAM BRIDLE SUBSTACK ORAL TOLERANCE

Lettuce-Vectored mRNA Vaccines

What Could Possibly Go Wrong ?!?

https://viralimmunologist.substack.com/p/lettuce-vectored-mrna-vaccines

LIKE (4) REPLY

Tim Holt Apr 3

Guns guns guns guns .....wake up..... laws will not fix this..........

LIKE (4) REPLY (2)
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LIKE (4) REPLY (2)

Hugh Petersen Apr 3

I agree we should stay armed and just hope we don’t have to use them. Conflict

avoidance is #1 but be prepared if conflict comes to you.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Writes Sandra Sandra’s Substack Apr 3

Privé bericht.

Wake up nu iedereen laten we het allemaal doen stoppen het moet anders ben je een

medeplichtige crimineel niemand mag die experimentele vacins accepteren die niet nooit

getest waren stop de geld verspilling en die probleem pchygopaten van

LIKE REPLY

Sandra Knauf Apr 3

When does this come up for a vote in Missouri?

LIKE (3) REPLY

Writes Blair Darkness to Light Apr 3 · edited Apr 3

This is very disturbing, yet not surprising, considering the depravity of the individuals (Gates,

et al.) who are pushing this agenda. I wonder if this is already happening? I sure hope not.

Most people are still oblivious to what's really going on here. It's very surreal.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Writes Sandra Sandra’s Substack Apr 3

Warekracht idd dit is zeer verontrustend en dat moet dringend stoppen omdat die

meeste mensen niet weten wat er echt aan de hand is die zijn het grootste gevaar voor

andere mensen ik verloor een groot deel van mijn familie door die onbekwame sekte

mislukkingen die zelfs niet verantwoordelijk kunnen worden laten we dit allemaal nu dan

ook stoppen en schreeuw voor uw uw vrijheid terug tenemen of stem die probleem

pchygopaten weg voor een betere wereld te creëren voor de mensen en voor de

generaties, en jongeren, de ouders, etc....

LIKE REPLY

Writes Truth Matters Truth’s Substack Apr 3

Vigilant Fox,

Love all the necessary evidence of Treason growing the COURT OF OPINION!

The next necessary step to restoring our Republic is uniting and motivating the right kinds of
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people to act on all the mountains of Treason evidence witnessed in every direction! I see

many persons calling for this…

P.S. from TRUTH MATTERS…

Who would join a series of live conference calls if Lex Greene agreed to them?

Sooner or later information/evidence must become ACTIONABLE INFORMATION and The

People must take ACTION, together, or all of that information is useless!

War is a TEAM sport, right?

WE NEED YOU, Paul Alexander, Peter McCullough, Pierre Kory, Mike Yeadon, David Martin,

Ana Maria Mihalcea, Sasha Latypova and any other persons for starters in on these live

conference calls to discuss ideas and solutions!

https://newswithviews.com/the-dnc-is-the-ccp-of-the-usa/

Regards,

A Mother/Grandmother Lion of 6 and counting

LIKE (3) REPLY

Writes SIRIUS SIRIUS - ispod struje newsletter Apr 3 · edited Apr 3

Eat your graphene! Otherwise you will not be compatible with globo-shlomo agenda!

Cheers VigilantFox!

LIKE (3) REPLY

IainW Apr 3

Not sure how we would eliminate this given that the majority of our institutions are profoundly

corrupt. No one anywhere in the world has given consent to the jabs and no one will consent

to this.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Robert Porter Apr 3

Now evident, North America is a continent to leave. Its leadership is insane. An imbecile like

Bill Gates should be dropped on his arrogant head - preferably from a helicopter a thousand

feet up - although for Bill I wouldn't object to 2,000 feet up. If God had intended for us to eat

vaccines, He'd have put them in food and despite Bill Gates thinking he is God, he is not, so

should be dismissed with derision.

LIKE (2) REPLY

StephC Apr 3

I'm not sure labeling is enough. Seeds are spread on the wind, and by animals. Which means
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I'm not sure labeling is enough. Seeds are spread on the wind, and by animals. Which means

mRNA seeds can get into any field, and grow there. Even private gardens. This needs to be

banned altogether. And there really should be a moratorium on all genetically modified food.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Writes aj hollis aj’s Substack Apr 3 · edited Apr 4

I doubt these Demons would respect any law that got in the way of their end game. There is

no doubt who these creatures are, they have declared open war on the great mass of

humanity. They should get the genocide they are pushing for, it should be turned on them.

After thousands of years of feeding off humanity the blood lines of the psychopaths need to

be extinguished for the sake of the next generation

LIKE (1) REPLY

Chasicakes Apr 3

They need the initial platform directly into our blood for a reason.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Wyllamizer TootToot Apr 3

Lots and lots and lots of money to be made by politicians if they agree to NOT pass this bill.

But I can't imagine they wouldn't want to know if they, themselves, are eating more mRNA.

Even if they used to be pro vax, they HAVE to know this is a terrible idea and we have no idea

how much it will affect us down the road. Oh, wait. Fluoride. Oh, wait. Depopulation.

Nevermind.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes LJ LaValle LJ LaValle Apr 3

It’s basically a “let us know if there is poison in the food” bill

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Truth Matters Truth’s Substack Apr 3

Vigilant Fox and all,

How about this for a great Monday message…one of Truth/Light?

Truth/Light will set you free!

https://newswithviews.com/the-dnc-is-the-ccp-of-the-usa/

Vigilant Fox and all…Ready to finally unite with serious strategic planners to stop the

continuing destruction? See Lex below…

P.S. Personally…I have worked with the NORTH AMERICAN LAW CENTER group for 15 years

and can tell you they are America’s best brilliant and strategic minds!
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and can tell you they are America’s best brilliant and strategic minds!

Please help spread Lex’s pieces…important information ALL Americans need!

Reach out to Lex at his email found at the end of all his pieces to find out how to receive his

information!

Come join with the best!

Regards,

A Mother/Grandmother Lion of 6 and counting

LIKE (1) REPLY

Boris Petrov 20 hr ago

Thank you !!

IMPORTANT -- Decisive proof that J6 riot was FBI-DNC choreographed – Ray Epps now

defended by Democrat machine and key Dem and FBI lawyers

March 31, 2023 -- https://www.revolver.news/2023/03/desperate-ray-epps-enlists-

notorious-dem-clinton-operatives-to-threaten-tucker-and-revolver-news-for-j6-reporting/

April 6, 2023 -- https://rumble.com/v2gm06s-equal-justice-is-dead-live-with-revolver-news-

founder-darren-beattie-trigge.html

Seeing now everything about US “Empire of Lies”, including thanks to courageous Elon Musk

and Twitter Files, it is beyond doubt that 2020 and 2022 elections were stolen..

US State press is paid to lie and must lick asses of their advertisers/controllers -- US arms

industry and US fascist bipartisan War party.

LIKE REPLY

Nightflight Apr 6

The universe 25 experiment has been running for the last 3 years, all over the world.

LIKE REPLY

Writes ExcessDeathsAU ExcessDeathsAU Apr 6

They announced this six months ago in Australia and I wrote about it. US company that

partners with Fort Detrick and the usual suspects. A lot more I could say but I'm rather

hopeless about it all at the moment. https://vicparkpetition.substack.com/p/australian-state-

government-set-to

LIKE REPLY

Boris Petrov Apr 5

This is frightening - end it never ends:
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This is frightening - end it never ends:

https://www.revolver.news/2023/03/desperate-ray-epps-enlists-notorious-dem-clinton-

operatives-to-threaten-tucker-and-revolver-news-for-j6-reporting/ -- March 31, 2023

LIKE REPLY

Michael Dunn Apr 5

Mochamber.com says this bill is "antiscience". Seeing as how everyone labelled antiscience

for the last 3 years has been correct, we should probably support this bill.

LIKE REPLY

Sanber Apr 4

Wow! Just gets freakin weirder by the minute.

LIKE REPLY

Gorgo Apr 4

I imagine that the food poisoning using mRNa technology will be done with nano-particles

rather than spike proteins. These nano-particles will be able to build themselves up into

clusters and cause all kinds of havoc in the body. By moving to this practice of infecting the

food supply with mRNA technology that proves beyond any doubt that they are trying to

murder humans and this has nothing to do with any virus.

LIKE REPLY

Very_Well_Then Apr 4

If mRNA vaxxes could be injested wouldn’t they have been in pill form all along?

LIKE REPLY

Mckeekitty Apr 4

We already know the milk and blood supplies are forever fucked.

I'm sure this garbage is already in the food supply.

I'm sure this garbage is already in our water. Our air. Our soil.

I'm jabbed. And I never got near the needle...

LIKE REPLY

Writes Andy Bunting Andy’s Skint/Broke. Older Bloke… Apr 3

Thanks VF. Go Mr. Renz!

LIKE REPLY

Writes Proton Magic Proton Magic News Apr 3

No one has found mRNA in the shots nor spike made from the shots. Stop calling them RNA
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No one has found mRNA in the shots nor spike made from the shots. Stop calling them RNA

shots as that is promoting the narrative, unless that is what you want to do.

From Christine Massey:

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention was unable to provide any record of the

alleged SARS-COV-2 spike protein being found in anyone and purified (as opposed to

“recombinant” “spike protein” being created in a lab and then studied, as though that reflects

something going on in actual people); and so they responded as though this was another FOI

regarding the fake virus, and provided the same useless paragraphs that they’ve been giving

people for the past year or so:

https://www.fluoridefreepeel.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/CDC-no-purified-spike-

protein-PACKAGE-to-Dec-16-redacted.pdf

LIKE REPLY

wm Apr 3

>Eat Your Vaccines: mRNA Gene Therapy Is Coming to the Food Supply THIS MONTH

We humans are now being treated as live stock. Antibiotic laced feed is main stream for dairy

cattle, calfs that become veal, pigs, chickens, Turkeys and farmed fish to name a few. It has

been so for more than 50 years.

We are now animals. And...

> But Missouri HB 1169 seeks to counter such an effort. It’s been described as “one of the

most controversial bills in history,” but all it is – is a labeling bill. It doesn’t ban anything. You

have every right to know if a food product is a gene therapy product. So, if this bill gets

passed, it’s a major victory for informed consent and, in all likelihood, our well-being. The

entire two-page bill is available to read on DailyClout. Here’s an excerpt:

In 2012 the citizens of California tried to pass an even simpler bill Prop 37. I know, led by Pam

Leary we worked our tails of to pass this bill. Just label it.

> After being outspent ten-to-one by chemical and food company giants working to keep

American citizens in the dark about their food, the California Right to Know-Yes on

Proposition 37 campaign for GMO labeling was defeated at the ballot box,

Link: https://www.justlabelit.org/press-room/prop-37-proves-americans-want-the-right-to-

know-as-campaign-shifts-focus-to-the-federal-level/

We don't learn from the past. But pharma and agribiz do. Best of luck in Missouri.

LIKE REPLY

Michael Fee Apr 3

The lie begins with Polio, Smallpox, 1918-Flu.
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The lie begins with Polio, Smallpox, 1918-Flu.

What people know just isn't so.

It has to stop. These psychopaths need to be in prison alongside our useless politicians.

They're literally nutcases with 100s of billions of dollars.

LIKE REPLY

Thomas A Braun RPh Apr 3

Big Agra is the engine and Big Pharma are the wheels of the mRNA cart that is delivering

death and suffering to humanity. Medicine man stays silent because he knows where is bread

and butter are coming from! https://thomasabraunrph.substack.com/p/are-you-a-mushroom

LIKE REPLY

sunny Apr 3

Graphene oxide is the interface for 5G and AI controlled human brains. From injectables to

edibles?

https://www.bitchute.com/video/LSSb50xlTMLH/

LIKE REPLY

jjb-54 Apr 3

Here is the thing: IF / SHOULD they do it.

They are forcing you to take a DRUG and you ( I know I do ) might have an alergic reaction to

it!

I want everyone infected by this ....

SUE THE BOTTOM LINE OUT OF THEM!

LIKE REPLY

BlazeCloude3 Apr 3

Time to go after the Psych-Predators, Indict, Try and remove all wealth before execution of

the whole family and all associates.

Time to remove the evil threatening the globe for at least a millennium to enhance human

evolution, creativity and quality of life for ALL instead of the 'Stockholder Capitalists' who are

really

NAZI HYBRIDS.

LIKE REPLY

Sandra Knauf Apr 3
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When does this go up for a vote?

LIKE REPLY

Sharon Reeve Apr 3

We must stop this.

LIKE REPLY

The guy from Texas Apr 3

When do the crimes against humanity trials start??

Is that not a thing anymore?

LIKE REPLY

Amy Harlib Apr 3

There are much larger inimical forces at work here that must be addressed and resisted at all

costs!

We the People are facing HORRIFYING TECHNOCRATIC PSYCHOPATHY TO DESTROY

HUMANITY AND ALL NATURAL LIFE!

It was NEVER about health! The Powers That Should Not Be were ALWAYS about they want

you DEAD or a SLAVE! This is a painful truth to accept but we the people must wake up and

fight back!

Supporting this excellent post with a statement and useful links.

We must never lose sight of the larger picture of the vile malignance we are fighting against.

There is an insidious global ruling class plot to enslave all life on earth behind all the madness

and suffering inflicted on We the People.

How to fight back against this TOTAL SLAVERY!

RESIST! DO NOT COMPLY! DITCH THE DAMNED 'SMART' PHONES AND THE DAMNED QR

CODES AND GO BACK TO LANDLINES OR FLIP PHONES AND USE CASH AS MUCH AS

POSSIBLE! INSIST ON CASH! CBDC IS TOTAL SLAVERY!

Other than getting rid of nuclear weapons which I support 100% the rest of the anti-nuclear

peace movement and CLIMATE CRISIS propaganda is parroting UN utter GARBAGE, a

complete surrender to the ENSLAVEMENT AGENDA by the diabolical despots of Davos -

ruling class criminals who lust for total power and control and all of whom should be tried and

jailed for life and their malign organizations dismantled: the UN, the WEF, the IMF, the WHO,

the BIS, NATO, Blackrock, Vanguard, The Rockefellers, the Rothschilds, The Bilderbergers,

the CFR et al.
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There is an evil predator globalist technocratic elite agenda of

eugenics/depopulation/genocide using bioweapon poison jabs, war, geoengineering, EMF

radiation, starvation and economic collapse - THE GREAT RESET/AGENDA 2030/4TH

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION to get rid of billions of 'useless eaters' and to use nano tech to

turn the survivors into ROBOTIZED COMPLIANT SLAVES! WAKE UP AND RESIST! DO NOT

COMPLY! These are psychopath megalomaniacs who want to play god by turning all life into

digitized metaverse mechanistic synthetic biology to be manipulated by their AI algorithms. A

more demonic sickening idea is nearly impossible to imagine!

APPALLED AND HORRIFIED AT INSANE TYRANNICAL PROTOCOLS THAT HAVE NOTHING TO

DO WITH HEALTH AND EVERYTHING TO DO WITH TOTALITARIAN CONTROL! REVERSE THIS

NOW!

MAKE THE WORLD AND AMERICA 2019 (comparatively speaking), AND FREE AGAIN!

NO, I AM NOT AFRAID OF THE MORONIC SCARIANT SHMARIANT MONKEYSHINES! WAKE

UP ALREADY!

TOTALLY CONDEMN BIDEN AND ALL OTHER POLS WHO HAVE NO POWER TO LAWLESSLY

ACT LIKE AN EMPEROR OR DICTATOR AND DECREE JAB CROW 'SHOW ME YOUR PAPERS'

FASCIST SEGREGATION/DISCRIMINATION/APARTHEID VIOLATIONS OF THE

CONSTITUTION, THE NUREMBERG CODES AND EVERY CIVIL RIGHT IMAGINABLE.

NO GREEN NEW DEALS OR BUILD BACK BETTER FROM THE CRIMINAL TECHNOCRAT

TYRANTS KLAUS SCHWAB AND HIS CRONIES FROM THE WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM.

STOP THE TERRIBLE TYRANNY OF THE TECHNOCRATS GLOBAL AGENDA OF TOTAL

SURVEILLANCE AND CONTROL USING THE VIRUS AS EXCUSE AND PROPAGANDA TOOL!

NO MUZZLING STIFLING MASK MANDATES! NO FORCED VACCINES! END TORTUROUS

DEVASTATING LOCK DOWNS NOW! I WANT MY LIFE BACK.

https://wrenchinthegears.com

https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/

https://www.thelastamericanvagabond.com

https://pandemicfacts.info

https://wearehumanwearefree.org/7-days-campaign/

https://sonsoflibertymedia.com/covid-19-roadmap-12-step-plan-to-create-a-totalitarian-

new-world-order-were-on-number-8-headed-towards-number-9/

https://questioningcovid.com

https://www.corbettreport.com/interview-1581-james-corbett-breaks-down-the-great-reset/
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http://www.stopcp.com/GlobalResetPSYOP/GlobalResetPSYOPMindMap.html

https://everydayconcerned.net/2020/09/04/breaking-major-investigative-report-by-

association-of-french-reserve-army-officers-finds-covid-19-pandemic-to-have-a-hidden-

agenda-for-global-totalitarianism-nanotech-chipping-of-all-5g-irradia/

Pam Popper: https://makeamericansfreeagain.com

Del Bigtree: https://www.brighteon.com/channels/highwire

https://www.technocracy.news

Naomi Wolf: https://dailyclout.io

www.nojabforme.info

https://www.globalresearch.ca/we-must-awaken-from-corona-coma-reject-great-reset-

robotic-technocracy-assert-common-humanity/5745213

LIKE REPLY

Writes Sandra Sandra’s Substack Apr 3

Stop die pchygopaten problemen nu die mogen niet aan de macht komen die moeten

allemaal weg gestemd worden onmiddellijk help mee stop worldcontrol steunen omdat

telaten stoppen met een kleine bijdrage naar keuze aub met vrgr dank je wel voor jullie steun.

LIKE REPLY (1)

Writes Sandra Sandra’s Substack Apr 3

Privé bericht hallo

Wie zegt hier dat te annuleren wie ben jij we moeten dit laten duidelijk weten aan

iedereen ik heb uw commentaar niet nodig het wordt gevraagd om het tedoen stoppen is

het duidelijk voor jullie?

LIKE REPLY

Vortac Apr 3

Shouldn't any mRNA molecules be easily broken down and dissolved in the digestion tract ?

After all, every plant and meat we use as food is made of cells which also contain lots of DNA

and RNA - and it all gets digested. We need an analysis by a gastroenterologist here, who can

look into this and check if Tom Renz got it right.

LIKE REPLY (1)

Julie Hemmings Apr 3

Without knowing the science at all, wouldn’t you agree that to label food that is given

gene therapy is something that should be done? Don’t you think we have a right to
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gene therapy is something that should be done? Don’t you think we have a right to

know?! How then is Renz not right?!

LIKE (3) REPLY
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